MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION OF THE ASSEMBLY TO ESTABLISH EALA CHAPTER OFFICES IN PARTNER STATES

GUIDED BY the provisions of the Treaty for the establishment of the East African Community;

COGNIZANT OF the imperative of building a people centered integration process;

APPRECIATING THE legislative role of the Assembly as provided for under article 49 of the Treaty;

DESIREOUS TO increase the access by citizens of Partner States and other organized critical stakeholders to the functions and work of the Assembly;

COMMITTED TO enhancing interactions between the Assembly with Partner States Institutions particularly the Parliaments of Partner States;

INFORMED BY the example of the effective role played by the East African Court of Justice Registries in Partner States;

NOW THEREFORE this Assembly hereby do resolve as follows –

1. To work towards establishing EALA Chapter offices in the Partner States.

2. To urge the Council of Ministers to support the establishment of such EALA Chapter offices in Partner States.

Moved By: Hon. Abubakar Zein Abubakar

Seconded By: